This document contains examples and technical information for landowners who
are interested in installing water developments.
Landowners who need technical assistance designing a water development can
contact NRCS:
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/co/contact/local/
Page 1- Water Development Project Evaluation Guide
Page 2- General Steps for Collection of a Spring Source
Page 4- NRCS Conservation Practice Standard for Spring Developments
Page 8- Step by Step Pictorial Guide for Spring Developments
Page 17- Steps to Install Tire Tanks after Source is Collected
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GENERAL STEPS FOR COLLECTION OF A SPRING SOURCE
1. Identify area for underground water collection. Topography, soil type, and rock/clay
layers all influence where water is held underground. The underground water will generally
be close to or just above the spot where the water surfaces (if it does). Look for clues in the
vegetation to help identify where water is being accessed below. Potentilla (shrubby
cinquefoil) will be present around the edges of a source, but usually not located above the
source itself. Cinquefoil generally indicates a dry edge, drying trend, or transition area.
Water-dependent grasses to look for are: tufted hairgrass (Deschampsia), riparian sedges
(wetland Carex ssp.), rushes & wiregrass (Juncus - although they can persist in dry areas),
bluejoint reedgrass (Calamagrostis), bulrushes (Scirpus), and spikerushes (Eleocharis).
Another clue to good underground water sources are sites just above natural rock dykes.
2. Once the source area is identified, mark the area you plan to dig.
3. To locate a tank spot: walk down or across the drainage from the identified collection
source in search of a dry, upland area free of trees/shrubs on which to place the tank. Be
mindful of the line to be dug (trees/rocks/slopes). To measure for fall (gravity feed of the
water to the tank), use of a survey transit is recommended. You need to be far enough
downhill to daylight the water and then add at least 3 feet of vertical rise to get it into the
tank. The depth of the ditch then will be added to this vertical height to account for water
flow out of the ditch and into the tank – 8 to 10 feet is usually sufficient, but greater footage
makes the job easier. There needs to be enough drop from the source to the tank to force
water down the line. Mark the spot for the tank.
4. Before any digging begins, lay out all of the pieces needed for the collection: ½ sections of
sewer infiltrators, connectors, perforated pipe, 1 ½” black poly pipe, poly connectors, clamps
and some large rocks or end caps for the infiltrators. Make sure the poly pipe is uncoiled and
straightened out as much as possible. (Sunny days help make the pipe more flexible, so
uncoiling the pipe while you’re doing other work makes it easier to maneuver.)
5. The backhoe (or similar) should be located on drier ground outside the wet area. Begin
digging at the source in the shape of the infiltrator and continue until water is pooling in the
hole.
6. The hole must be dug large enough to accommodate the infiltrator(s). The hole needs to
be roughly the same size and shape as the infiltrator(s) you plan to use. If the source is
sluggish and pooling minimal water, you may want to increase the number of infiltrators. If
the source is producing lots of water only one infiltrator may be needed.
7. Once the collection area is ready, lay in the perforated pipe. Set the infiltrators over this
pipe and connect the sections together if using more than one. Use several large rocks (or
end caps) to block the ends of the infiltrators and hold the pipe in place to prevent
sediment/debris from accumulating inside the infiltrator and drain.
8. Build a small earthen dam to hold water back in the main collection as you begin to dig the
ditch for the line.
9. Dig the ditch in a horizontal arc on the outside (dry part) of the drainage. Do not dig down
the drainage in the wet!! Keep the backhoe on dry ground. The trench can be brought
around to the tank spot.
10. The key to a trouble-free spring development is keeping the bottom of the ditch level and
even. The more bumps or waves in the bottom of the ditch, the more chance of airlocking
the line.
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11. Continue to dig trench until the tank spot is reached.
12. Lay the first section of black poly pipe in the trench and shove 1-2’ of pipe into the
perforated pipe alongside or under the earthen dam.
13. Lay pipe in the ditch and make connections as needed. Clamp connections tight. Allow
water to flow through pipe. The end of the pipe can then be brought out of the ditch and held
to a level that stops the flow.
14. Proceed as normal for assembling the inflow, tank and outflow. Make sure outflow is
buried underground and that it gradually daylights and returns water to the drainage of origin.
15. Once everything is hooked up and functioning well (filling the tank), the ditch can be filled
in. Nothing special needs to be laid over the collection. The filled ditch should be slightly
higher than the surrounding land to account for settling.

Sewer Infiltrators (high capacity preferred)
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Step-by-Step Pictorial Guide
for Spring Developments

This is where we
identified the spring
source for the
collection.

The backhoe is situated just
above the collection area on
dry ground.
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Water is starting to
seep up into the
ditch from
underground.

The ditch is dug
until it is large
enough to
accommodate the
sewer infiltrator(s)
and perforated
pipe sections.
These are then just
placed in the ditch.
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An end wall is placed
on the end of the
infiltrator up against
the end of the ditch.
Large rocks could be
used instead, but the
end wall makes it
easy.

Rocks holding end wall in
place.

Earthen dam constructed
to hold water in the
collection area.

Poly pipe has been placed
inside the perforated pipe
which is inside infiltrator. The
poly pipe is under the earthen
dam. Water will flow through
it, so lift it up high enough so
the water backs up.

The dam has a little breach in it so that as water fills the
collection area, excess can drain off. Otherwise, there would
eventually be so much water in the collection that no dam could
hold it back.

Large rocks are holding down
perforated pipe and poly pipe as well
as blocking off end of infiltrator.
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As ditch is dug away from
collection site in an arc on
dry ground, water from
the breach in the dam fills
the ditch. Poly pipe is laid
in the bottom of the ditch
as it is dug. Keep the
bottom of the ditch
smooth.

Note that this fill is
dry, as it is being
dug in an arc
outside of the
drainage.

Collection is over here…

As it becomes
necessary to add
more sections of
poly pipe, use
connectors and
tighten with hose
clamps. (Put the
hose clamp on the
pipe before
connecting.)
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Continue to dig the ditch in an arc on
the outside of the drainage until you
reach your intended tank site. You
need to have enough fall to daylight
the water and overcome vertical
height needed to climb out of the
ditch and up the side of the tank.
Keep the floor of the ditch smooth
and even to avoid air-locking the
inlet.

The tank site can be leveled
and completely set
(including inlet and outlet
assemblies and
posts/planks) before even
starting to dig the collection
and ditch.
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Hand-dig the last portion of
the ditch to bring it up to
surface grade where it meets
the tank. This will ensure a
solid surface for the poly pipe
to rest against as it comes up.
Bring the poly pipe up in a
gentle curve without kinking
it. Secure it to one of the
tank posts.

Cautionary Note! Be careful
any time you are working in a
ditch as the sides can cave
suddenly and with force.

Run 2” overflow in a ditch
that will return the water to
its original drainage. The
overflow pipe should be at
ground level where it
actually returns to the
drainage to avoid erosion.
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Let the tank fill as you work
on the overflow. Make sure
everything is running well
and that the flow is
consistent and not coming
in spurts. Water that shoots
out in bursts or that stops
altogether indicates
airlocking.

It works best to place the
inlet between planks for
protection.

Cover the infiltrator
directly with material
pulled out of the collection
ditch. Do this by hand at
first. Once it is covered,
the entire ditch can be
filled in using the backhoe.
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Cover the ditch
leaving the dirt
a little higher
over the
trench to
account for
settling.

Note how level
the tank is by
the way water
sits in tank.

The disturbed
areas of the
ditch lines can
be seeded with
a native seed
mix if desired.
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Finished spring
development the
day after
installation.

The same
development
one year later.
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STEPS TO INSTALL TIRE TANKS AFTER SOURCE IS COLLECTED
1. Pad for tank must be perfectly level before the tank is set. Make sure pad is large enough to
accommodate cattle – a small mound where lots of animals are congregating will erode in no
time. Take time and effort with this step - it is very hard to make adjustments later.
2. Ditch for overflow pipe should be dug by hand from center of tank to 1 foot past downhill side
of outer edge of where tank will be; this keeps pad solid for tank. Dig trench only as wide as
overflow pipe. A pick ax works well for this job. (Never dig this trench with the backhoe – not
even with a narrow bucket.) Ditch under the tank needs to be dug the right depth so the top of the
overflow pipe will be the correct height. Measure height of tire and length of overflow pipe to
get approximate depth of ditch. Do not install overflow pipe at this time.
3. Put tank into position; tank should be completely level. Check all directions for level.
4. Dig remainder of overflow ditch with backhoe to get water away from tank.
5. Slide overflow pipe under tank and into ditch dug by hand. Use insert fitting and 90 elbow to
connect poly pipe to steel pipe. Check to see if overflow pipe is correct height; a transit or
straight board across works to determine height. Overflow pipe should be 1 ½ to 2 inches below
top of tank. Tamp dirt around overflow pipe and down under tank as far as possible, keeping
overflow pipe straight up.
6. Install inlet pipe from collection down inlet ditch. Make a nice smooth bend from bottom of
ditch to 15 inches above top of tank. Be sure not to kink the pipe; bend will be around 45rather
than 90. (See figure 1).
7. Set a post in the ditch next to the inlet pipe. Pipe can be temporarily tied to post.
8. Use a 90 insert fitting and short piece (about a foot) to turn water into tank. Turn short pipe
with natural curve pointed down. Do not clamp tight so pipe can be repositioned for water to run
to outer edge of tank. You can now use this water to mix cement.
9. Work on cement. Premixed sacks of cement (like Sakrete) work best. Use about 15-20 - 80lb
bags for an 8 foot tank or about 20-25 – 80lb bags for a 10 foot tank. (Depending on tank and
height of bead, it may take more or less.)
10. Cement can be mixed in center of tank. Empty first bag in center of tank; use hoe to splash
water over bead to mix. After several bags have been mixed, push cement under tire. (You can
also push a little dirt under the tire first to help seal the cement in and limit the amount of cement
used.) Continue to mix sacks in until cement is to top of bead.
11. Make sure overflow pipe is straight up.
12. After water has covered cement, inlet pipe can be turned toward center of tank and
clamped tight. Water will completely cover cement, allowing the cement to cure slowly.
13. Build a protective box around post to protect inlet so cows can’t turn pipe out of tank. (See
Figure 2). Other options may work as well.
14. Tie inlet pipe to post with heavy gauge wire.

*Putting inlet pipe 15 inches above top of tank requires having enough fall from spring source.
Tank may have to be moved down hill to create enough fall. If replacing an old tank, the ground
around the old tank may be in a depression. It is best to put the new tire tank on fresh, solid
ground. A large gravel apron built up to the sides of the tank works well to combat erosion.
Check tank frequently once livestock start using it to make sure everything is working well. Stay
up on maintenance. Unchecked erosion can destroy a quality job. A clogged overflow is usually
the culprit. Make sure the overflow remains clear – it may be necessary to install a sleeve or an
elbow to keep debris out of the pipe.
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Figure 1:

Figure 2:
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Several examples showing quality work in a variety of environments and situations. Each spring
is unique and presents its own set of challenges.

